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Abstract
Conducting large-scale complex modeling and simulation (M&S) projects continues to pose significant challenges for
M&S engineers, project managers, and sponsoring organizations. This paper presents a M&S life cycle to alleviate the
challenges. The M&S life cycle describes a framework for organization of the processes, work products, quality assurance
activities, and project management activities required to develop, use, maintain, and reuse a M&S application from birth
to retirement. It provides guidance to a M&S developer (engineer), manager, organization, and community of interest.
The M&S life cycle specifies the work products to be created by executing the corresponding processes, together with
the integrated verification, validation, and quality assurance activities. The M&S life cycle is critically needed to modular-
ize and structure a M&S application development, and to provide valuable guidance for conducting a M&S project
successfully.
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1. Introduction

A life cycle is commonly used in software/system engi-

neering under the names of system engineering process,

software process, (software) process model, or (software)

life-cycle model. A software life cycle is defined as a

framework for activities, actions, and tasks that are

required to build a software product/system with accepta-

ble quality characteristics.1

We use the term ‘process’ to refer to a set of activities,

actions, and tasks within a life cycle instead of using it to

refer to the entire life cycle, as is done in software/system

engineering. A process (e.g. requirements engineering) is

executed to create a work product (e.g. requirements spe-

cification document (RSD)). We define a life cycle for

modeling and simulation (M&S) as a framework for the

organization of the processes, work products, quality

assurance (QA) activities, and project management activi-

ties required to develop, use, maintain, and reuse a M&S

application from birth to retirement.

As the saying goes ‘Quality is Job 1!’ The ultimate goal

of a M&S project is to develop a M&S application with

sufficient quality characteristics, such as accuracy, depend-

ability, interoperability, performance, and usability.2 M&S

QA refers to the planned and systematic activities that are

established throughout the M&S life cycle to substantiate

adequate confidence that a M&S application possesses a

set of characteristics required for a set of intended uses

(IUs).

Undoubtedly, accuracy is the most important quality

characteristic of a M&S application, and is assessed by

conducting Verification and Validation (V&V). The terms

V&V are consistently defined for whatever entity they are

applied to.3 Let X be that entity, such as model, simulation,

software, data, or a life-cycle artifact (work product), such

as requirements specification, conceptual model (CM),

design specification, or executable submodel. Then, V&V

can be defined generically as follows:

• X Verification deals with the assessment of trans-

formational accuracy of the X and addresses the

question of ‘Are we creating the X right?’;
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• X Validation deals with the assessment of beha-

vioral or representational accuracy of the X and

addresses the question of ‘Are we creating the

right X?’.

For whatever entity to be subjected to V&V, substitute the

entity name in place of X above and the definitions will

hold.

Transformational accuracy refers to the accuracy of

transforming X from one form into another, for example,

transforming a flow chart representation of model logic

into C++ programming language code, transforming

requirements into a design specification, or transforming a

CM representation into a simulation model representation.

Behavioral accuracy refers to the accuracy of how well

X mimics the behavior of what it represents.

Representational accuracy refers to the accuracy of an

entity that does not have behavior, such as data. We vali-

date data by assessing how well it represents what it is

intended to represent, since data does not have behavior.

V&V are typically conducted by way of testing. Testing

refers to the activity of designing a test, specifying test

conditions and data, and determining a procedure to follow

for the purpose of judging transformational accuracy (ver-

ity) and/or representational/behavioral accuracy (validity).

Balci4 presents more than 75 techniques for verification,

validation, and testing.

Under the current state of the art, we are unable to

claim a level of accuracy of a reasonably large and com-

plex M&S application with 100% confidence for many

reasons, including M&S complexity, reliance on human

judgment, qualitative measurements, lack of data, and lack

of exhaustive testing. Hence, M&S application V&V is

viewed as a ‘confidence building’ activity. For a reason-

ably large and complex M&S application, the ‘confidence

building’ activity must be performed by assessing not only

the M&S application accuracy, but also other quality char-

acteristics. Successful assessment of the overall M&S

application quality increases our confidence in M&S appli-

cation accuracy.

The more comprehensive and detailed the overall M&S

application quality assessment is, the more confidently a

certification decision can be reached for a M&S applica-

tion. Four major perspectives, or four Ps, influence the

M&S application quality, as depicted in Figure 1.

M&S application quality assessment can be

approached from any one of the four Ps, but a combina-

tion of all four will provide the best balance and result in

a much higher level of confidence in making a certifica-

tion decision. Therefore, we advocate the following

strategy.

The M&S application QA strategy should involve the

measurement and integrated assessment of a particular

M&S life-cycle stage’s.

• output work product (or artifact);
• process used in creating the output work product;
• quality of the people employed in executing the

process to create the work product; and
• project characteristics (e.g. configuration manage-

ment, risk management, project planning, project

monitoring and control).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 provides a review of earlier work. Section 3

describes 12 processes of the M&S life cycle. A subjective

credibility assessment of the M&S life cycle is presented

in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2. Background

The concept of a life cycle has not been fully developed

and employed in the field of M&S. Many M&S textbooks

present a flow chart showing the steps of conducting a

simulation study without the concept of a life cycle. For

example, Banks et al.,5 p.17, present such a flow chart

entitled ‘steps in a simulation study’.

Sargent6 presents a simplified modeling process with

only three phases of development: problem entity, CM,

and computerized model. As its title indicates, it is a very

high-level abstract representation of the model develop-

ment life cycle.

Norman and Banks7 provide guidelines for a simulation

project manager by identifying some of the M&S develop-

ment processes without the concept of a life cycle and

without a graphical representation.

Balci8 presents a life cycle for a simulation study by

identifying processes and work products with associated

credibility assessment activities. However, his life cycle

lacks important processes and work products, and does not

define the CM as a tangible work product.

A life cycle is iterative in nature and we bounce back

and forth between the development phases until a phase is

completed with acceptable quality characteristics. Except
Figure 1. The four perspectives (Ps) influencing the modeling
and simulation (M&S) application quality.
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Balci’s life cycle, the other life-cycle representations men-

tioned above do not advocate the iterative nature of M&S

development.

A life cycle should be viewed as a framework, not as a

flow chart or just a diagram. The framework should be cre-

ated to provide guidance not only for the M&S developer,

but also for the M&S manager, M&S organization, and

M&S community of interest (COI). None of the life-cycle

representations published in the M&S literature provides

such full guidance.

It is critically important that the life-cycle framework

advocate the four perspectives (Ps) of M&S development:

Process, Product, Project, and People. These four Ps cannot

be all included in a graphical representation of the life

cycle, but must be advocated within the framework descrip-

tion. None of the life-cycle representations published in the

M&S literature provides full coverage of the four Ps.

In the current era of network-centric software/system

engineering, architecting has become a new major devel-

opment process. However, none of the life-cycle represen-

tations published in the M&S literature includes

architecting as a process.

The Waterfall software life cycle9 is considered to be

the classical representation of software development pro-

cesses. A misconception exists about this life cycle that it

is old and useless. The original Waterfall model and its

later revisions are intended to identify the major stages of

software development, which are still applicable today. By

analogy, the stages for constructing a house in the 18th

century are still applicable today for building a house: first

create the foundation, then construct the walls, windows,

and doors, and then the roof. Similarly, in the 1970s, we

developed software by using the following stages: require-

ments, design, programming, and maintenance. These

stages are still used and applicable today for software

development. What has changed is the way we conduct

each stage, but the stages are still applicable and provide

the backbone of development, together with the new stages

created.

Certainly, a life cycle should not be viewed as just for

identifying the development stages. It should be much

more than that and, therefore, it should be created and

used as a framework for organization of the processes,

work products, QA activities, and project management

activities required to develop, use, maintain, and reuse a

M&S application from birth to retirement.

3. A life cycle for modeling and simulation

A life cycle for M&S is presented in Figure 2, representing

a framework for organization of the processes, work prod-

ucts, QA activities, and project management activities

required to develop, use, maintain, and reuse a M&S

application from birth to retirement. The M&S life cycle

is created to modularize and structure a M&S application

development and to provide guidance to a M&S developer

(engineer), manager, organization, and COI.

Table 1. Modeling and simulation (M&S) life cycle input–output transformations.

Input Work Product(s) Life Cycle Process Output Work Product

Universe of Discourse Problem Formulation Formulated Problem

Formulated Problem
Universe of Discourse

Requirements Engineering Requirements Specification

Requirements Specification
Formulated Problem
Universe of Discourse

Conceptual Modeling Conceptual Model

Conceptual Model
Requirements Specification

Architecting Architecture Specification

Architecture Specification
Conceptual Model
Requirements Specification

Design Design Specification

Design Specification Implementation Executable Submodels

Executable Submodels Integration Simulation Model

Simulation Model Experimentation/ Exercise/Use Simulation Results

Simulation Results Presentation Presented Results

Simulation Model Certification Certified Simulation Model
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The M&S life cycle enables one to view M&S develop-

ment from four perspectives (or Ps): Process, Product,

People, Project. The M&S life cycle (a) specifies the work

products to be created under the designated processes,

together with the integrated V&V and QA activities, (b)

modularizes and structures M&S development and pro-

vides valuable guidance for project management, and (c)

identifies areas of expertise in which to employ qualified

people.

The M&S life cycle represents a dozen processes orga-

nized in a logical order, as depicted in Figure 2, starting

with Problem Formulation and culminating with Reuse.

Nine more processes are listed in Figure 2 to represent

other aspects of the M&S life cycle.

A process, represented by a double-line arrow, is exe-

cuted to create a work product. For example, we execute

the process of conceptual modeling to create a CM or the

process of Design to create a Design Specification. A work

product is created in different forms, that is, document,

model, executable, results, or repository, as shown with

different symbology in Figure 2.

Table 1 lists the work products that are taken as input

by a life-cycle process in producing a work product as

output.

The M&S life cycle should not be interpreted as strictly

sequential or linear. The sequential representation of the

double-line arrows is intended to show the direction of

workflow throughout the life cycle. The life cycle is itera-

tive in nature and reverse transitions are expected. For

example, an error identified during V&V of an executable

submodel may require changes in the requirements specifi-

cation and redoing the earlier work. We typically bounce

back and forth between the processes until we achieve suf-

ficient confidence in the quality of the work products.

V&V and QA, shown in a rounded rectangle symbol in

Figure 2, cannot be designated as a phase or stage in the

M&S life cycle. V&V and QA are continuous activities

conducted hand in hand as integrated with every M&S

life-cycle task.10

The M&S life cycle is applicable for all 17 types

(areas) of M&S listed in Table 2 and described by Balci

et al.11

Figure 2. A life cycle for modeling and simulation.
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3.1 Problem formulation

The Universe of Discourse, the starting point for the life

cycle, refers to a specific problem domain for a COI. For

example, for the Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) COI, the

Universe of Discourse can be defined as a class containing

all the entities referred to in a BMD discourse, or as an

inclusive class of entities that is tacitly implied or expli-

citly delineated as the subject of a statement, discourse, or

theory related to BMD.

For example, in one BMD COI’s Universe of Discourse

(problem domain), BMD engineers try to model and simu-

late the trajectory of an exoatmospheric ballistic missile

for the IU of estimating the position of the missile after �t

time units, given its current position. This estimation prob-

lem, called Signature M&S, is critically important for

deciding when to fire the ground-based or sea-based kill

vehicle to intercept the incoming missile. Such M&S-

based estimation is very complex, since the missile trajec-

tory is influenced by many factors, including missile

speed, gravity, temperature, composition of the missile

hard body and its chemical interactions with atmosphere,

and position of the sun and moon.

Problem Formulation (a.k.a. Problem Structuring or

Problem Definition) is the process by which the Universe

of Discourse is analyzed to create a Formulated Problem,

which is sufficiently well defined to enable specific action.

This process takes the Universe of Discourse description

as input and produces the work product Formulated

Problem as output. Problem Formulation is the beginning

of every problem-solving methodology/project.

Unfortunately, the process of Problem Formulation is not

given sufficient attention during the M&S life cycle without

realizing that the accuracy of Problem Formulation greatly

affects the acceptability and credibility of M&S application

results. Type III Error is defined as the error of solving the

wrong problem and is committed in this process.10

The process of problem formulation can be executed by

following the steps described below:

1. establish the problem domain boundary;

a. a problem domain boundary is a logical and

physical grouping of problem domain elements

that will be taken into consideration;

b. the boundary must be large enough to encapsu-

late all essential elements of the problem domain.

2. gather data and information about the problem

domain within the established boundary;

3. identify the stakeholders and decision makers who

would be interested in the solution of the commu-

nicated problem;

4. specify the needs and objectives of the stakeholders

and decision makers identified;

5. identify and specify the constraints;

6. specify all assumptions made clearly and explicitly.

Table 2. Modeling and simulation (M&S) application design approaches based on M&S areas (types).

M&S Areas (Types) M&S Application Design Approaches

A. Based on model representation A. Model representation

1. Discrete M&S 1. Logic
2. Continuous M&S 2. Differential equations
3. Monte Carlo M&S 3. Statistical random sampling
4. System dynamics M&S 4. Rate equations
5. Gaming-based M&S 5. Logic
6. Agent-based M&S 6. Knowledge, ‘intelligence’
7. Artificial intelligence-based M&S 7. Knowledge, ‘intelligence’
8. Virtual reality-based M&S 8. Computer-generated visualization

B. Based on model execution B. Model execution

9. Distributed/parallel M&S 9. Distributed processing/computing
10. Web-based M&S 10. Java EE, Microsoft .NET

C. Based on model composition C. Model composition

11. Live exercises 11. Synthetic environments
12. Live experimentations 12. Synthetic environments
13. Live demonstrations 13. Synthetic environments
14. Live trials 14. Synthetic environments

D. Based on what is in the loop D. What is in the loop

15. Hardware-in-the-loop M&S 15. Hardware + Simulation
16. Human-in-the-loop M&S 16. Human + Simulation
17. Software-in-the-loop M&S 17. Software + Simulation
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Formulated Problem Credibility refers to how well the

problem definition is structured and how completely and

accurately the real problem is incorporated in the problem

definition. It is assessed with integrative evaluation of the

formulated problem as a work product, the problem for-

mulation process used in creating the formulated problem,

quality of the people employed for formulating the prob-

lem, and project management characteristics (e.g. plan-

ning, resources) related to this life-cycle stage. The most

challenging task of problem formulation is to identify and

specify the entire real problem.

Formulated problem credibility can be assessed by

employing indicators, such as the following.

1. What are the chances that the real problem is not

completely identified due to the possibility that:

a. people might have personalized problems?

b. information showing that a problem exists

might not have been revealed?

c. the problem context is too complex for the

analyst to comprehend?

d. root problems might have arisen in contexts

with which people have had no experience?

e. cause and effect may not be closely related

within the problem context?

f. the analyst might have been unable to distin-

guish between facts and opinions?

g. the analyst might have been misguided delib-

erately or accidentally?

h. the level of extraction of problem context was

insufficiently detailed?

i. the problem boundary was insufficient to

include the entire real problem?

j. inadequate standards or definition of desired

conditions exist?

k. the root causes might be time dependent?

l. a root cause might have been masked by the

emphasis on another?

m. invalid information might have been used?

n. invalid data might have been used?

o. assumptions might have concealed root

causes?

p. resistance might have occurred from people

suspicious of change?

q. the problem was formulated under the influ-

ence of a solution technique?

r. the real objectives might have been hidden

accidentally, unconsciously, or deliberately?

s. root causes might be present in other unidenti-

fied systems, frameworks, or structures?

t. the formulated problem may be out of date?

2. Stakeholders and decision makers.

a. Do you know or can you think of any stake-

holders and decision makers, other than the

ones identified by the analyst, who might be

aided by the solution of the problem?

b. Are all active stakeholders (e.g. users of the

solution system, administrators of the solution

system, trainers of the solution system users)

identified? (An active stakeholder is one who

will actively interact with the solution system

once it is operational and in use.)

c. Are all passive stakeholders (e.g. developers,

decision makers about the use of the solution

system, logistics personnel, manufacturer, own-

ers/sponsors if they do not use/operate the solu-

tion system) identified? (A passive stakeholder is

one who will not actively interact with the solu-

tion system once it is operational and in use.)

3. Constraints.

a. Do you know or can you think of any other

constraints that should have been identified by

the analyst?

b. Are there any incorrect or irrelevant

constraints?

c. Are there any constraints that make the formu-

lated problem infeasible to solve?

4. Objectives.

a. How well are the objectives stated?

b. Do you believe any objectives to be inconsis-

tent, ambiguous, or conflicting in any way?

c. How realistic are the objectives?

d. Are there any priorities specified for the case

where only some of the objectives are

achievable?

e. Do you know or can you think of any relevant

stakeholders and decision makers whose

objectives are conflicting with any of those

specified?

f. In case of multiple objectives, do you agree

with the way the objectives are weighted?

g. Do you agree that the stated objectives are the

real objectives of the stakeholders and decision

makers involved?

h. Do you know or can you think of any associ-

ated objective that is disguised or hidden acci-

dentally, unconsciously, or deliberately?

i. How often could the stated objectives change?

5. Data and information.

a. Are there any sources of data and information

used by the analyst that you believe to be

unreliable?

b. Are there any data and information used by

the analyst that you believe to be out of date

or need to be updated?

c. Are there any data and information, which you

believe to be not sufficiently accurate?
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6. Assumptions.

a. How well are the assumptions stated?

b. Are there any invalid assumptions based on

which the problem is formulated?

c. Are there any invalid inferences or conclusions

drawn by the analyst?

3.2 Requirements engineering

Requirements engineering is the process of elicitation of

requirements based on the formulated problem and the

universe of discourse, and specification of the require-

ments in an authoritative manner. This process takes the

Formulated Problem and the problem domain (Universe

of Discourse) as input and produces a M&S RSD as the

output work product. The M&S RSD becomes part of a

legal contract between the M&S developer and the M&S

sponsor.

Requirements engineering QA should be conducted by

integrating the assessments of quality of the M&S RSD

work product, requirements engineering process quality,

quality of the people employed in requirements engineer-

ing, and project characteristics related to this life-cycle

stage.

A M&S application’s IUs should be explicitly and

clearly defined in this process. IU refers to the purpose for

which the M&S application is intended for use.12 IUs

(objectives) become the point of reference for the rest of

the M&S life cycle. V&V and QA are carried out through-

out the M&S life cycle with respect to the defined IUs.

A Use Case (UC) specifies the behavior of a simulation

model or submodel and is a description of a set of

sequences of actions, including variants, that a (sub)model

performs to yield an observable result of value to an actor,

who could be a human user or a model component. UC-

based requirements engineering is considered to be the

best practice for the following reasons.

1. A UC represents a small amount of work the simu-

lation model is required to perform. Decomposing

complex simulation model functionality into UCs

enables the modularization needed to overcome the

complexity.

2. Identifying the ‘real’ functional requirements is

always challenging for complex simulations, espe-

cially for those used for training purposes. A UC

describes an interaction, and based on that descrip-

tion, ‘real’ functional requirements can be more

successfully identified and associated with that

UC.

3. Listing requirements one after the other, even in

different categories, does not provide any help for

transitioning from requirements to simulation

model design. UCs turn themselves into classes in

an object-oriented design and significantly facili-

tate the transition into the design phase.

4. Associating functional requirements with a UC

enables better life-cycle traceability: functional

requirement$ use case$ class in design$ class

in code.

The process of requirements engineering can be executed

by following the steps described below.

1. Based on the formulated problem and the universe

of discourse, conduct requirements elicitation and

analysis, and identify M&S needs.

2. Assess the feasibility of the identified M&S needs.

3. Based on the feasible M&S needs, specify:

a. M&S IUs;

b. M&S UCs;

c. M&S Non-functional Requirements (e.g. inter-

operability, performance, usability, standards,

delivery, portability).

4. Identify M&S Functional Requirements for each

UC.

5. Specify overall M&S Requirements in an authori-

tative manner.

A M&S requirement should be specified using ‘shall’, for

example, ‘a simulation model user shall be able to specify

the number of simulation runs to perform’. Although it is

a sentence or paragraph, a M&S requirement should be

viewed as a product created with a set of required quality

characteristics, such as accuracy, clarity, completeness,

consistency, feasibility, modifiability, testability, and

traceability.

• M&S Requirements Accuracy is the degree to which

the requirements possess sufficient transformational

(verity) and representational (validity) correctness.

The accuracy is assessed by performing V&V.

M&S Requirements Verification is substantiating

that a M&S requirement is transformed from higher

levels of abstraction into its current form with suffi-

cient accuracy. M&S Requirements Validation is

substantiating that a M&S requirement represents

the real need with sufficient accuracy.
• M&S Requirements Clarity is the degree to which

the M&S requirements are unambiguous and under-

standable. A requirement should be specified using

active (direct) voice as opposed to passive (indirect)

voice to achieve clarity.
• M&S Requirements Completeness is the degree to

which all parts of a requirement are specified with

no missing information, that is, each requirement is

self-contained.
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• M&S Requirements Consistency is the degree to

which the requirements are specified using uniform

notation, terminology, and symbology, and any one

requirement does not conflict with any other.
• M&S Requirements Feasibility is the degree of dif-

ficulty of implementing a single requirement, and

simultaneously meeting competing requirements.

Sometimes it may be possible to achieve a require-

ment by itself, but it may not be possible to achieve

a number of them simultaneously.
• M&S Requirements Modifiability is the degree to

which the requirements can easily be changed.
• M&S Requirements Testability is the degree to

which the requirements can easily be tested. A tes-

table requirement is the one that is specified in such

a way that pass/fail or assessment criteria can be

derived from its specification.
• M&S Requirements Traceability is the degree to

which the requirements related to a particular

requirement can easily be found.

3.3 Conceptual modeling

A simulation CM is a repository of high-level conceptual

constructs and knowledge specified in a variety of com-

municative forms (e.g. animation, audio, chart, diagram,

drawing, equation, graph, image, text, and video) intended

to assist in the design of any type of large-scale complex

M&S application.11,13

Conceptual modeling is the process of developing the

highest layer of abstraction/representation, which is closer

to the level of thinking of a simulation model designer, for

specifying high-level conceptual constructs and knowledge

in a variety of communicative forms intended to assist in

the design of any type of large-scale complex M&S appli-

cation. This process takes the M&S RSD, Formulated

Problem, and problem domain (Universe of Discourse) as

input and produces a CM specification as the output work

product. The layers of simulation model abstraction are

depicted in Figure 3.

Three alternatives exist at this life-cycle stage: (1) use

the CM provided for the COI; (2) create a CM just for the

current M&S project and use it; or (3) skip this life-cycle

stage.

A CM should be created and maintained for a COI

under the leadership and funding of a leading organization

in that COI and should be provided for use by the simula-

tion model designers in that COI. Many COIs exist, such

as air traffic control, automobile manufacturing, BMD,

business process reengineering, emergency response man-

agement, homeland security, military training, network-

centric operations and warfare, supply chain management,

telecommunications, and transportation.

For example, the Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA) can lead the development of a CM for

the Emergency Response Management COI to assist in the

design of M&S applications in that COI; the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) can lead the

development of a CM for the Manufacturing COI to assist

in the design of M&S applications in that COI; and the

Missile Defense Agency (MDA) can lead the development

of a CM for the BMD COI to assist in the design of M&S

applications in that COI.

A CM should be created to assist in designing not just

one but many simulation models and for any type of simu-

lation (e.g. discrete, continuous, agent-based, system

dynamics) in a particular problem domain of a COI. Balci

et al.11 describe how reusability and composability can be

achieved by using a simulation CM in a COI. A CM

should enable effective communication among the people

involved in a large-scale M&S project, such as stake-

holders, potential users, managers, analysts, and M&S

developers. Complexity of designing large-scale M&S

applications in a COI can be overcome by using a CM. A

CM should also facilitate verification, validation, and cer-

tification of a M&S application. A CM becomes an asset

for a COI and provides significant economical benefits

through its reuse in designing many simulation models

within the problem domain of that COI.13

3.4 Architecting

Architecting is the process of creating and specifying an

architecture for a network-centric M&S application based

on the CM and the M&S RSD. The process of architecting

takes the CM and M&S RSD as input and produces a

network-centric M&S application’s Architecture

Specification as the output work product. The process of

architecting can be conducted under the guidelines pro-

vided by Chigani and Balci.14

The output, Architecture Specification, refers to the

fundamental organization of M&S application components

that interoperate over a network (e.g. Internet, virtual pri-

vate network, wireless network), relationships among the

M&S application components, and the principles and

Simulation Conceptual Model

Simulation Model Design 

Simulation Model Architecture  

Simulation Model Implementation / Programming

Highest
Abstraction

Layer

Lowest
Abstraction

Layer high-level programming languages (e.g., C, C++, Java, C#), 
commercial M&S software products 

e.g., high level architecture,
client-server architecture, service-oriented architecture

high-level conceptual constructs and knowledge 

e.g., object-oriented design,
procedural design, distributed/parallel design

Figure 3. Layers of simulation model abstraction.
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guidelines governing the design and evolution of those

components. A M&S application architecture is specified

by typically using the Department of Defense Architecture

Framework (DoDAF), which provides 52 diagrams for

representing an architecture.15–17

High Level Architecture (HLA) is the DoD/Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)/North Atlantic

Treaty Organization (NATO) standard network-centric

(i.e. distributed) simulation architecture.18 Other architec-

tures are also available for M&S applications, such as

Client-Server Architecture (CSA), Distributed Objects

Architecture (DOA), and Service-Oriented Architecture

(SOA). For example, Myers and Balci19 present a web-

based visual simulation architecture based on CSA. Balci

and Page20 introduce potential technologies for engineer-

ing network-centric M&S applications.

The architecting process can be conducted by (a) selec-

tion of a known architecture (e.g. HLA, CSA, SOA); (b)

composition of an architecture from a set of known archi-

tectures; or (c) creation of a new architecture.

A distinct difference exists between an architecture and

design. A design is an instantiation from an architecture

similar to how an object is an instantiation from a class.

Many designs can be created from a given architecture

specification. For example, a M&S application can be

designed in many different ways using different design

patterns under the Microsoft. NET platform or Java

Enterprise Edition (Java EE) platform for a given CSA

specification.

Architecting QA should be conducted by integrating the

assessments of quality of the Architecture Specification

work product, architecting process quality, quality of the

people employed in architecting, and project characteris-

tics related to this life-cycle stage.

3.5 Design

The process of design deals with the instantiation (cre-

ation) of a design of the M&S application from the

Architecture Specification. The design process takes the

M&S RSD, CM, and Architecture Specification as input

and produces a Design Specification of the M&S applica-

tion as the output work product.

M&S application design is created in accordance with

the M&S area (type), as shown in Table 2. For example, a

continuous simulation model is designed using differential

equations; a Monte Carlo simulation model is designed

using statistical random sampling; and a system dynamics

simulation model is designed using rate equations.

A discrete M&S application is designed by using (a) an

object-oriented paradigm (OOP), (b) a procedural para-

digm (PP), or (c) a combination of OOP and PP. Under

the OOP, a discrete simulation model is designed by using

objects instantiated from classes. Objects communicate

with each other via message passing. Under the PP, a

discrete simulation model is designed based on events,

activities, or processes. Traditionally, discrete simulation

models were commonly designed using events under the

PP, and therefore the term event is attached to the name of

this M&S area as discrete-event M&S. However, the term

event should not be attached to the name, since other

design and implementation approaches (e.g. objects,

agents, activities, processes) exist for discrete simulation

models.

The process of designing a M&S application can be

conducted in one or more stages, depending on the design

complexity. Typically, we conduct the design process for

a complex application in two stages: high-level design and

detailed design. For most complex M&S applications, the

design process can be conducted in three stages: prelimi-

nary design, interim design, and critical design.

Decomposition or modularization is the best solution to

reducing and managing the complexity of simulation

model design. A simulation model is decomposed into sub-

models at level 1. Level 1 submodels are further decom-

posed into submodels at level 2. Level 2 submodels are

further decomposed into submodels at level 3, and so on.

We advocate the following design principle: design a sub-

model or model component in such a way that it has the

highest possible cohesion and the lowest possible coupling.

Submodel cohesion is the degree of interaction among

the elements included within the submodel. Submodel cou-

pling is the degree of dependency between submodels.

Simulation model maintenance effort is reduced and reusa-

bility is increased when there is maximal interaction within

each submodel (cohesion) and minimal dependency (cou-

pling) between submodels.

M&S applications can be designed under two

categories:

1. standalone M&S application:

• intended to run on one computer for a single

user;
• commonly used for problem solving;
• also used for training a single person (e.g. flight

simulator).

2. network-centric M&S application:

• intended to run on at least one server computer

and used by many people over a network;
• ideal for simulations for training people who

are geographically dispersed;
• also used for problem solving by many people

over a network.

M&S application design QA should be conducted by inte-

grating the assessments of quality of the M&S application

Design Specification work product, design process quality,

quality of the people employed in design, and project char-

acteristics related to this life-cycle stage.
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3.6 Implementation

Implementation is the process of programming a simula-

tion model design specification by using a simulation soft-

ware product (e.g. Arena, AutoMod, ProModel) or a high-

level programming language (e.g. C, Cþþ, C#, Objective

C, Java).

A simulation model is hierarchically decomposed into

submodels (modules or components) to overcome the

complexity. This implementation process takes the simula-

tion model Design Specification as input and produces the

Executable Submodels as the output work product. For

large complex simulations, different submodels (compo-

nents) can be contracted out to different companies for

development or can be developed by different teams or

groups within the same company.

Four programming conceptual frameworks have been

traditionally used since the 1960s for discrete simulation

model implementation under the PP.21

1. Event Scheduling: an event is anything that occurs

at a time t and changes the state of the model,

which is the exhaustive enumeration of all model

attribute values at a particular instant of time. An

event is characterized by a set of attributes. An

event list is maintained in ascending order with

respect to event occurrence times. The simulation

model consists of event routines, one of which is

selected for execution based on the time flow

mechanism. This is a pure time-based approach to

discrete simulation programming.

2. Activity Scanning: an activity is an action that

occurs over an interval of time and is represented

as a condition–action pair. If an activity’s condi-

tion (rule) is satisfied, the corresponding action is

performed. This is a rule-based programming

approach, which is purely state based. This

approach is known to be the most execution

inefficient.

3. Three-phase Approach: this is a combination of

event scheduling and activity scanning approaches,

created for the purpose of improving the execution

efficiency of the activity scanning approach.

4. Process Interaction: a process is the succession of

states of an entity over a span, which is the contig-

uous succession of one or more intervals. An entity

is characterized by a set of attributes and is moved

through as many processes as possible in the model

logic.

Under the OOP, a discrete simulation model is implemen-

ted by using an object-oriented programming language,

such as Cþþ, Objective C, C#, or Java. The following

object-oriented programming concepts are employed:

classes, objects, instantiation, variables (attributes),

methods (services), inheritance, message passing, encapsu-

lation, polymorphism, and dynamic binding.

3.7 Integration

Integration is the process of combining the individually

developed submodels. This process takes the Executable

Submodels as input and produces the integrated

Simulation Model as a finished product.

Integration QA should be conducted by integrating the

assessments of quality of the simulation model work prod-

uct, integration process quality, quality of the people

employed in integration, and project characteristics related

to this life-cycle stage.

The process of integration should be well-planned and exe-

cuted when submodels of a large-scale M&S application or

models of a federation of models for a distributed simulation

are contracted out to different companies for development. It

is considered best practice to establish an integrated product

team (IPT) with members from subcontractors to oversee the

planning and execution of the integration process.

3.8 Experimentation, exercise or use

Experimentation/exercise/use is the process in which the

finished Simulation Model is experimented with (for prob-

lem solving), exercised (for training purposes), or other-

wise used. This process produces the Simulation Results

based on the experimentation, exercise, or use. The simu-

lation results make up the solution to the problem (for

problem solving), show effectiveness of training (for train-

ing purposes), or indicate some benefit in using the simu-

lation model (e.g. for research).

The process of experimentation can be conducted for

many purposes, including the following:

• evaluation, for example, evaluation of a proposed

system design for the purpose of assessing its qual-

ity characteristics, such as operational effectiveness,

integrated system effectiveness, deployment readi-

ness, performance, interoperability, and security;
• comparison: comparing competitive system designs

to carry out a specified function, or comparing sev-

eral proposed operating policies or procedures;
• prediction: forecasting the behavior of a system

under some projected set of conditions;
• sensitivity analysis: determining which of many

factors are the most significant in affecting overall

system behavior;
• optimization: determining exactly which combina-

tion of factor levels will produce the optimal over-

all behavior of the system;
• ranking and selection: ranking n number of alterna-

tives (e.g. operating policies) and selecting the best

one.
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Design of Experiments (for problem solving/analysis) is

the process of formulating a plan to gather the desired

information at minimal cost and to enable the analyst to

draw valid inferences. Many techniques are available for

designing discrete simulation experiments, including the

following:5

• response-surface methodologies can be used to find

the optimal combination of parameter values, which

maximize or minimize the value of a response

variable;
• factorial designs can be employed to determine the

effect of various input variables on a response

variable;
• variance reduction techniques can be implemented

to obtain greater statistical accuracy for the same

amount of simulation;
• ranking and selection techniques can be utilized for

comparing alternative system designs, policies, or

procedures;
• method of replications, method of batch means,

regenerative method, and others can be used for

statistical analysis of simulation output data.

3.9 Presentation

Presentation is the process of (a) interpretation of the

Simulation Results, (b) documentation of the Simulation

Results, and (c) communication of the Simulation Results

to the decision makers.

Simulation results must be interpreted because all simu-

lation models are descriptive in nature. A descriptive

model is a model that describes the behavior of a system

without any value judgment on the ‘goodness’ or ‘bad-

ness’ of such behavior. For example, a simulation result

can be ‘average waiting time is 5 minutes’ without indicat-

ing how good or bad the value ‘5’ is. That value must be

interpreted and judged before presenting it to the decision

makers.

Due to the complexity of some simulation results, fail-

ing to properly interpret, document, and communicate the

simulation results may lead to wrong decisions in spite of

the fact that the simulation results are sufficiently credible.

3.10 Certification

Certification is the process of independently awarding a

‘Certificate’, a ‘Seal of Approval’, or a ‘Mark of

Conformity’ formally attesting that a simulation model

fulfills specific quality criteria under a set of prescribed

IUs. Certification is defined as a ‘procedure by which a

third party gives written assurance that a product, process

or service conforms to specified characteristics’.22

Certification is the responsibility of the organization

sponsoring the M&S application development. The inde-

pendent award is regarded by the M&S application spon-

sor as providing some form of guarantee of quality and

credibility. Based on the guarantee, the sponsor decides to

use the simulation results in making key decisions. The

consequences of wrong certification may be catastrophic.

Accreditation is a ‘procedure by which an authoritative

body gives formal recognition that a body or person is

competent to carry out specific tasks’.22

Figure 4 depicts the desired practice for M&S certifica-

tion and accreditation. M&S application sponsor (a)

awards a contract to a M&S application developer com-

pany, and (b) hires an independent M&S certification

agent, which should be accredited by an external accredi-

tation authority to conduct the required certification.

The M&S certification agent must possess the following

types of independence to be truly independent:

• technical independence implies that the M&S certi-

fication agent determines, prioritizes, and schedules

its own tasks and efforts;
• managerial independence implies that the M&S

certification agent reports to the M&S application

sponsor independently of the M&S application

developer;
• financial independence implies that the M&S certi-

fication agent is allocated its own budget and does

not depend on the M&S application developer’s

budget.

3.11 Storage

Creation of an organization-wide Repository of Certified

Simulation Models is the responsibility of any organiza-

tion that develops and uses M&S applications on a regular

basis. A Certified Simulation Model becomes an asset for

an organization (e.g. DoD, FEMA, MDA, National

M&S
Application

Sponsor

M&S
Certification

Agent

M&S
Accreditation

Authority

M&S
Application
Developer

M&S
Application

Accreditation

Certification

Certificate,
Seal of Approval or
Mark of Conformity

Figure 4. Desired modeling and simulation (M&S) certification
and accreditation practice.
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Aeronautics and Space Administration, NIST) and must

be preserved and reused.

The process of Storage places the Certified Simulation

Model with its full documentation and data into an

organization-wide repository for reuse. Storage of models,

submodels, documentation, and data should be done using

metadata to facilitate the search and retrieval operations.

3.12 Reuse

The process of Reuse deals with the reuse of models or

submodels from the Repository of Certified Simulation

Models and can be executed by following the guidelines

given below.

1. An earlier developed M&S application can be

reused without any change if and only if its cred-

ibility is substantiated to be sufficient for the IUs

for which it is created. The M&S application can

be reused only for the prescribed IUs for which it

is created.

2. An earlier developed submodel (model compo-

nent) can be reused without any change if and only

if (a) its credibility is substantiated to be sufficient

for the IUs for which it is created, and (b) its IUs

match the IUs of the simulation model into which

it will be integrated.

3. Any change to the earlier developed M&S applica-

tion will require it to be verified, validated, and

certified again.

4. Any change to the earlier developed submodel will

require not only the submodel, but also the entire

simulation model to be verified, validated, and cer-

tified again.

5. The programming language, operating system, and

hardware platform must be taken into consider-

ation in attempting to reuse for a standalone M&S

application.

6. An earlier developed (sub)model can be converted

into a web service and can be reused for a web-

based (network-centric) M&S application under the

SOA.

Maturity Level 1: Initial

Maturity Level 2: Managed

Configuration Management
Measurement and Analysis
Process and Product Quality Assurance
Project Monitoring and Control
Project Planning
Requirements management
Supplier Agreement Management

Maturity Level 3: Defined

Decision Analysis and Resolution
Integrated Project Management
Organizational Process Definition
Organizational Process Focus
Organizational Training
Product Integration
Requirements Development
Risk Management
Technical Solution
Validation
Verification

Maturity Level 4: Quantitatively Managed

Organizational Process Performance
Quantitative Project Management

Maturity Level 5: Optimizing

Causal Analysis and Resolution
Organizational Performance Management

Figure 5. Capability Maturity Model Integration for Development (CMMI-DEV) process areas.
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3.13 Other processes

In addition to the dozen major processes of the M&S life

cycle described in the previous sections, there exist many

others, including:

• configuration management;
• measurement and analysis;
• organizational training;
• project management;
• project monitoring and control;
• project planning;
• QA;
• risk management;
• V&V.

For a description of these and other processes, the reader is

referred to Capability Maturity Model Integration for

Development (CMMI-DEV).23 Figure 5 shows the CMMI-

DEV processes at five maturity levels.

4. The modeling and simulation life-cycle
credibility

The M&S life cycle presented herein was developed and

refined between 2006 and 2009. The life cycle was used in

a five-day long M&S short course taught by the author at

government agencies and DoD contractor companies. The

author taught the M&S short course 13 times from 2006 to

2009 to about 200 working professionals with diverse tech-

nical backgrounds, such as engineering (aerospace, chemi-

cal, electrical, industrial, mechanical, nuclear, software,

systems), business, computer science, mathematics, phy-

sics, and statistics.

The working professionals taking the short course pro-

vided feedback about the M&S life cycle. The author

improved and refined the life cycle based on the feedback.

Overall, the M&S life cycle was found to be acceptable by

the working professionals, some of whom have many

years of M&S experience.

5. Concluding remarks

A blueprint (detailed plan or program of action) is com-

monly used for engineering a complex product. Since a

M&S application is also a complex product, a blueprint is

required for its development. Such a blueprint is presented

herein in the form of a life cycle, created with the objec-

tive of providing guidance not only to M&S developers

(engineers), but also to M&S project managers, the M&S

sponsoring organization, and M&S COI.

Modularization or decomposition stands out to be the

best approach to employ when faced with significant com-

plexity of a large-scale M&S application. The M&S life

cycle presented herein is critically needed to modularize

and structure the development of a large-scale M&S appli-

cation. The life cycle enables the M&S project managers

to decompose the work in terms of processes and work

products and to identify areas of expertise in which to

employ qualified people. Effective use of the M&S life

cycle presented herein significantly increases the probabil-

ity of success in a large-scale M&S application develop-

ment project.

The M&S life cycle presented herein can be executed

with any desired development approach, including incre-

mental development, iterative refinement and progressive

elaboration, evolutionary development, prototyping, and

agile development.

A large-scale M&S application development requires

many areas of expertise, as illustrated by the M&S life

cycle. Many people can be employed in a large-scale

M&S application development project, with job titles such

as analyst, problem domain subject matter expert, M&S

requirements engineer, M&S CM developer, M&S archi-

tect, M&S design engineer, M&S computer programmer,

M&S integration engineer, statistician, M&S QA engineer,

M&S V&V engineer, M&S project manager, and M&S

configuration manager.

The M&S life cycle presented herein is applicable for

M&S projects of all sizes. A small M&S project may skip

some of the processes (e.g. conceptual modeling, architect-

ing) or conduct them in a shorter period of time. The life-

cycle framework is intended to provide guidance regard-

less of the M&S project size. It is up to the user of the life

cycle to decide how much of the guidance provided by the

life cycle to employ.
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